
Q What makes the UNI-Tugger so different from other 
mobile battery changers?
A The UNI-Tugger is able to change batteries with a wide variety of roll-out 
heights accommodating multiple lift trucks and applications simultaneously. 

Q What makes adjustable roll-out so special?
A This ability to universally change forklift batteries means that distributors 
can hold the UNI-Tugger in stock and offer an ‘off the shelf’ solution with the 
possibility of providing equipment rentals.

Q Does flexible roll-out height offer any other benefits?
A A YES! The UNI-Tugger standardizes battery changing, which means no longer 
setting roller stands to the roll-out height of the battery, meaning one roller 
height can be used for all batteries.

Q What is the minimum and maximum roll-out height of 
the UNI-Tugger?
A The lowest roll-out height is 4.53” (115 mm), and the maximum roll-out height 
is 21.25” (540mm), assuming the host truck has a standard lift stroke of 4.72” 
(120mm).

Q How is the UNI-Tugger powered?
A An electrically powered pallet truck is permanently affixed to the UNI-Tugger, 
providing the power it needs to operate.
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Q What is the required capacity of the host pallet truck?
A A suitable host pallet truck must accommodate the battery weight plus the 
self-weight of the Uni-Tugger. Consult your owners manual to ensure pallet truck 
compatibility. 

Q Can I customize the UNI-Tugger?
A YES! Specific options like 10 Pole magnets for heavy batteries (over 3,526lbs 
/1,600kg), Battery Guides for narrow batteries, Safety Gates and extended reach 
are all available add-ons. The UNI-Tugger is also available in a variety of colours.

Q Does the pallet truck require specific forks?
A NO! It doesn’t, the UNI-Tugger will accommodate the forks of any standard 
pallet truck starting from 48” (1219mm) length and 22” (558mm) wide. 

Q What type of warranty does the electromagnet have?
A Every CBH electromagnet comes with a 10-Year warranty. Visit our website to 
register your product for warranty. 

Q Will the UNI-Tugger work with my forklift?
A The UNI-Tugger will work with any forklift from roll-out heights of 4.53” 
(115mm) to 21.25” (540mm). The battery should not exceed 49” (1,245mm) in 
length, 28” (711mm) in width for the 30” chassis and 34” (863mm) in width 
for the 36” chassis. The Maximum battery weight should not exceed 5,000lbs 
(2,268kg).
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